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Abstract. Current adaptive systems acquire information about users
mainly by simple tracking of resources, a user has requested and by
asking users to supply the needed information. In this paper, we discuss
user modeling based on observing a user’s interaction with the system.
We propose to collect usage data on the server side as well as on the
client side. Collected data are then processed into knowledge about her
intentions and preferences. This processing relies on a set of heuristics,
which help to interpret the usage patterns found in the collected data.
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Introduction

Adaptivity is becoming a ever more important feature of web-based systems. An
adaptive system reflects the particular needs of an individual user in a particular
context and improves the efficiency of the user – system interaction. It is a
response to the permanent information growth on the Internet, where finding
the right information becomes difficult and time consuming.
Each adaptive system can only perform personalization if it already has some
knowledge about the user. This knowledge is stored in various attributes in
the user model. As the user continues to use the system, additional knowledge
is acquired and added to the user model resulting in better adaptation. This
leads to the cyclic loop “user modeling – adaptation” in an adaptive system, as
mentioned in [1].
Our work focuses on the user modeling part of adaptive systems. Many user
modeling systems gain information about users by simply asking them, however
we chose to focus on an approach based on user observation. This includes the
collection of data about user activity and the transformation of this data into
knowledge about the user – creating the user model. We identify the main problems in this area and discuss possible solutions. Results of our work, as part of
the project [2] are verified in the domain of job offers in a system used for job
finding.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the approaches of
gathering information about user actions in the information space in a nonintrusive manner. Next, in Section 3, we describe the methods used to transform
acquired usage data to the user model. Finally, we draw some conclusions.
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Data Collection

There are several ways to acquire information about a user which serve for user
model constructing. One is to monitor the user’s interaction with the system –
logging each user action for further analysis. One main drawback is the unreliability of user characteristics deduced from the acquired information, because
there is no explicit relation between user actions and characteristics in the user
model. However, this approach has the advantage that the system does not force
the user to provide information explicitly, but instead it implicitly gathers the
sequence of user actions during a session and interprets the acquired data to
make statements about the user.
There are several approaches to user monitoring, which can either be performed on the server side or on the client side of the system. As a third option,
one can combine both of these approaches.
Server side monitoring tracks user requests for resources. Its main drawback
is that it does not provide precise time-related data, because it relies on the
behavior of web browsers, which usually do not re-demand an already visited
page from the server, but instead use the copy stored in the local cache. Thus the
system does not know the exact time that the user spent viewing a certain page.
The current most widespread web browsers do not respect the cache-control
directives of the HTTP protocol forbidding the use of the local cache, so they
cannot be used to bypass the cache problem. It is also mentioned in [3] that client
side monitoring is necessary to get the precise records about a user’s interaction
with a system. Despite this, server side monitoring is still suitable for many
adaptive systems. For example, AHA!1 uses server side logging to track what
reading material is presented to the user [4].
Client side monitoring allows for the creation of a detailed log of user actions
with exact timestamps. It can be performed by a specific client side application
(e.g., User Action Recorder in [5]) or by employing a client web technology like
JavaScript or Java applets. Since we consider the first approach as very invasive
and not flexible enough, we focus on the second approach. The mentioned web
technologies are common in the majority of web browsers on all major platforms.
The possible drawbacks are that not every user accepts this kind of detailed monitoring and some of them block the execution of embedded scripts. Furthermore
users may not have the necessary software installed on their computers (e.g.,
Java virtual machine).
Several tools with support for client side logging exist that exploit JavaScript
such as WebVip2 or WET3 . Both tools are primarily designed for the purpose of
web site usability evaluation. These tools are either too focused on the evaluation
process or demand the entire copy of the web site for their operation. Therefore,
we developed our own client side logging tool based on JavaScript combined with
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Adative Hypermedia for All, http://aha.win.tue.nl/
Web Variable Instrumenter Program,
http://zing.ncsl.nist.gov/WebTools/WebVIP/overview.html
Web Event-logging Tool, [6]

the DOM2 event handling and asynchronous server communication using AJAX
technology.
To summarize, it is not possible to gather any data if the user is not willing to
enable client side user monitoring, which is a strong argument against the sole use
of the above mentioned tools. On the other hand, server side monitoring is more
reliable since it always acquires some data, but carries the risk of loosing precious
time-related information. Our approach is based on the idea of combining the
two aforementioned approaches – on the extraction of a maximum amount of
data from the server log and on the use of the client log as a source of optional
additional, precise information about the user’s activity.
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Data Analysis

After the data collection stage, we are supposed to transform the sequence of
user’s activities into statements about her cognitive processes. In another words,
we have to determine non-behavioral meanings, which are either implied by or
associated with the users’ behavior [7] (e.g., to find out user goals, estimate user
knowledge about certain concepts). The binding between actions and cognitive
processes is not deterministic and is never definite. This is why the problem is
widely discussed in the user modeling community (e.g. [8, 7]).
Patterns and Heuristics. When interpreting the data we look for interesting
usage patterns, which describe the implicit feedback of the user. We analyze
the sequences of “clicks” on the web-site and usage of the back button in the
browser. We use sequential pattern mining algorithms to find such sequences of
actions that differ only slightly from the predefined ones. For the initialization
of the system, we plan to define patterns related to the user’s goal and evaluate
these patterns as the system will be used by real users.
We assign higher weights to the “first click” of the found sequence, as it
usually has stronger relation to the user’s intentions than the rest of the sequence.
Successively we identify the appropriate usage pattern and use heuristics to infer
user characteristics (see fig. 1).
An example of a simple heuristic in the domain of job offers is: “If a user
chose to view at least “sufficient number” of offers from sector A (e.g., healthcare or IT), raise the relevance level of this sector in the model of the user’s ideal
job offer”.
During the analysis stage we also consider the navigation model of the system,
which actually determines the possible sequences of user actions and thus makes
all heuristics system-specific. Educational systems with sequential structure of
pages forming an e-course, would have different usage patterns compared to
a job offer portal, whose content is not sequential. The system must support
easy navigation and searching in the information content, what results in a
hierarchically organized navigation structure of the portal.
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Fig. 1. Sources for creating an instance of the user model. We search for interesting
Usage Patterns in the Usage Data. These patterns are determined by the Navigation
Model. Knowing the related Heuristics, we can evaluate the located Usage Patterns to
estimate attributes of an Instance of the User Model. Heuristics are bound to the goals
of the user, determined by the Application Domain.

Relations between concepts. User actions in the context of adaptive web-based
systems can be regarded as navigation between concepts. Our idea is that by
comparing the visited concepts and finding out their common and different aspects, we may gain knowledge about reasons (user preferences), why a user
reacted differently to each of them. This comparison can either point out the
values of different attributes of two concepts or compute their distance.
The distance represents the measure of dissimilarity of two concepts. For
instance, C# is different from JAVA but it is definitely closer – less different to
JAVA than to Lisp. A heuristic, which use the differences of two concepts must
consider the distance of these concepts and its impact on the user model.
Afterward, it is possible to estimate user characteristics from the different or
similar user actions related to the compared concepts. For instance, if the user
“refuses” one offer but “accepts” another and these offers are quite close to each
other, with their main difference being in the duty location, we can surmise that
the user prefers the region from the second offer.
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Conclusion

We described our research in the field of user modeling that is focused on user
modeling based on user observation, which comprises the collection of informa-

tion about the user activities within an information system and the successive
analysis of the acqired information to create a user model.
We have identified several ways of user activity data acquisition, where client
side monitoring appears to be the most efficient based on the richness of data,
but also has a serious drawback in the unreliability of execution. Therefore, we
use a combination of client and server side monitoring to achieve good results.
Analysis of the acquired data transforms the acquired user behavior into the
knowledge about user characteristics or about user goals. We identified aspects,
which influence the creation of heuristics that estimate some user characteristics
from the recorded usage patterns.
Future work includes the design and verification of a method for the creation
of an instance of the user model based on analysis of server and client side logs.
This method would map the preferences of a user to a particular sequence of
actions, use the comparison of the visited concepts to reveal user preferences and
semi-automatically fill the user model with relevant data. To verify our design,
we evaluate it with the user model used in the project [2] for adaptation in the
domain of job offers.
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